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Long Live Great Mao Zedong

26 December 1893 - 9 September 1976

‘‘We should go to the masses and learn
from them, synthesize their experience into
better, articulated principles and methods,
then do propaganda among the masses, and
call upon them to put these principles and
methods into practice so as to solve their
problems and help them achieve liberation
and happiness.’’
(Get Organized, Selected Works, Vol. III)

SUCI(C) on release of 11
lifers convicted in Bilkis
Bano case
Comrade Provash Ghosh, General
Secretary, SUCI (Communist), issued the
following statement on 18-08-22:
‘‘Release of eleven (11) lifers, convicted
for mass murder and rapes, including rape of
a pregnant woman, Bilkis Bano, and killing of
her child, during 2002 Gujarat pogrom, is
extremely condemnable and shocking. Even
more shocking is the fact that the BJP
leaders and workers shamelessly garlanded
and felicitated them with sweets as if they
had served a noble cause.
This is another glaring example of how
the BJP leaders encourage, defend and
protect ruthless criminals, committing heinous
crimes in cold-blood, who serve them,
violating all legal, moral and ethical norms.
Moreover, this ghastly incident is a
dangerous precedence too.
We appeal to the countrymen to raise
their voices of protest against this highly
illegal and immoral act of the BJP
government.’’

A new war tension is brewing around
Taiwan because of imperialist machination
There is no sign of abatement of Russia’s
aggressive war on Ukraine even after six months.
Already over 10,000 people are reported to have
lost their lives. There is no exact estimate of
destruction of properties. As we explained in
Proletarian Era dated 01-03-22, this war is
basically a political reflection of contradiction
between the two imperialist powers—the US and
Russia—vying with each other over domination
on Ukraine to establish economic and political
hegemony. Now another rumbling of war is heard
centring Taiwan. Here too the contending forces
are two imperialist super-powers —the US and
China. As the war cries in the Middle East
fomented by the US imperialists are a bit
subsiding, a new front is opened in Eastern Asia.
It is evident that both the US-led NATO and
Russia would act to prolong the war in Ukraine
as long as possible with a view to fuelling
militarization of their respective crisis-ridden
economies, diverting brewing people’s discontent
in their respective countries and fomenting
national jingoism. The war-monger US
imperialists want to open another front in Taiwan
while imperialist China also threatens with
countermeasures. All these confirm and
reconfirm the teaching of great Lenin that
‘‘imperialism generates war’’.

Historical background
Taiwan is an island, roughly 100 miles from
the coast of south east China. To the south of the
island is the Bashi Channel, part of the Luzon
Strait, one of the few international waterways
through which China’s naval forces can safely
thread their way among the island chain and reach
the expansive Western Pacific. Taiwan first came
under full Chinese control in the 17th Century
when the Qing dynasty began administering it.
Then, in 1895, after losing the first ChineseJapanese war, it gave up the island to Japan. The
island was handed back again in 1945 to China,
then still under Kuomintang rule headed by Chiang
Kai-shek, after Japan lost World War II. But when
the revolutionary struggle in China under the
leadership of great Mao Zedong achieved victory

in 1949 and declared establishment of People’s
Republic of China (PRC) in Beijing, Chiang Kaishek, the defeated chief of nationalist party known
as Kuomintang (and communist hater) and his
army retreated to Taiwan, where they ruled for
the next several decades calling Taiwan as the
Republic of China (ROC). Chiang declared
Marshall law in ROC. Initially, a one party
bourgeois rule under Chiang Kai-shek was
established there. Later, bourgeois democracy, that
too, strictly speaking, not a full-fledged one, was
established. Both socialist China and Taiwan
recognized only ‘one China’. While great Mao
Zedong, the architect of Chinese Revolution,
attempted to resolve, what the Chinese Communist
Party considered as continuing civil war going on
in Taiwan, peacefully through negotiations, even
offering Chiang Kai-shek a role to play in the
mainland government. Chiang on the other hand
was completely opposed to socialism and any
solution other than infiltration of the mainland and
overthrow of the socialist regime. Taiwan got huge
economic aid from US and with that, projected its
rise in per capita income to flaunt its economic
growth. On the other hand, US imperialists right
from the beginning have been placing its naval fleet
in the Taiwan Strait, its military in Taiwan to make
it military protectorate. One flashpoint is that in
1958, Chiang used his American naval and air
weapons to harass Socialist China’s shipping, and
trying to land spies, saboteurs and armed gangs on
Matsu and Quemoy islands adjoining the mainland
always dreaming of capturing power in mainland
China thinking ‘starving’ people would welcome
him. Chiang was massing more than one fourth of
his troops there. US also ordered its notorious 7th
Fleet stationed there to be ready for war in support
of Chiang. In defence, the then socialist China
under Mao Zedong had to retaliate militarily to
protect socialism and demanded withdrawal of US
military from the Taiwan strait. Socialist China also
called for renewing the Sino-American
ambassadorial talks which was agreed upon in
Geneva conference in 1954 but then suspended
Contd. on page 2
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Taiwan

As war cries in Middle East fomented by US imperialists
hav subsided a bit, a new front is opened in Eastern Asia
Contd. from page 1

from 1955. At that time, Soviet Union
also threatened to engage itself
militarily to repeal US aggression.
Under pressure, US imperialists deescalated its war initiatives but did
not withdraw its fleet.
At that time, the then US
Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles while spelling out US policy
toward socialist China declared that
Americans were obliged to ‘‘do all
that they could to contribute to the
passing of the Chinese People’s
Republic’’ However, by 1970 Canada
and some other western countries
had established diplomatic relations
with socialist China. In 1971, US
reversed its policy and announced
that it favoured UN membership for
both Communist China (PRC) as
well as Nationalist China (ROC)
meaning Taiwan. The same year the
UN voted to admit socialist China
and to expel Taiwan. In 1972, US
President Nixon visited China and
agreed to gradually withdraw US
military forces and installations from
Taiwan. However, pertinent to
mention here, though the US for the
last 51years, has only recognized one
China —that is the People’s Republic
of China, it has maintained unofficial
relations with Taiwan, guided by the
Taiwan Relations Act (TRA),
instrument through which the US
conducts legal arms sales to Taiwan,
an ongoing commitment to the
island’s self-defence against socialist
China. US imperialists held that they
wanted to ensure the future of
Taiwan determined by peaceful
means ‘‘consistent with the wishes
and best interests of the people in
Taiwan’’. TRA also stipulates that
US would maintain its own ‘‘capacity
to resist any resort to force or other
forms of coercion that would
jeopardize the security or the social
or economic system of Taiwan’’. In
fact, despite recognizing one China
policy, the US have been selling huge
arms to Taiwan, thereby keeping up
an ambiguous, if not suspicious,
stand. Armaments worth of $750
million were sold in April 2021, of
$100 million in February and of $95
million in April.

Diplomatic position
When China, a people’s
democratic
republic
under
stewardship of great Mao Zedong,
talked of ‘One China’ policy, the
leadership of socialist China held, as
mentioned, that there would be only
one Chinese government. Under this,
the then Chinese government stated
that Taiwan is a part of the country,
and set to be reunited with the
mainland soon. India was first to

acknowledge this policy in 1949.
Then other countries like the
members of the powerful imperialist
bloc G-7 also recognized the ‘One
China’ policy. G-7 countries, that
include the United States and Japan,
say even today that there is ‘‘no
change in the respective one-China
policies, where applicable, and basic
positions on Taiwan of the G7
members’’. In between, however
one significant event has taken place
in China. After demise of Mao
Zedong, and close thereafter of Zhou
Enlai, the revisionist clique led by
Deng Xiaoping usurped power and
initiated the process of counterrevolution which was finally
completed in 2004. Thereafter, China
has become an imperialist power. So,
the objective with which socialist
China viewed ‘One China’ policy is
not the same with the contention of
the present imperialist Chinse rulers.
Socialist China held that there would
be only one sovereign state under the
name China, with the PRC serving
as the sole legitimate government of
both the lands. It rightly regarded the
rule of Chiang Kai-shek, the agent of
reaction and arch enemy of
socialism, in Taiwan as continuation
of long and bitter civil war, and an
internal affair of China. So, it rightly
gave call of ‘One China’ to prevent
imperialist powers befriending
Chiang. The present Chinese
imperialism also pretends to be
following that legacy but their
intention is to gain supremacy
through aggressive moves and
emerge as a leading imperialist
superpower, and thus to prevent USled intervention or dominance in that
part of the globe by using Taiwan as
a springboard. Naturally, the present
Chinese rulers, as is typical of
imperialism, are also aggressively
extending their sphere of influence
and have emerged as a powerful
contending force against US
imperialism. It is also strengthening
its grip over Indo-Pacific Ocean and
neighbouring countries through its
notorious scheme of BRICS. Against
this growing threat of Chinese
imperialism, US is also combining
Japan, India and Australia within
QUAD bloc. Taiwan issue is also
viewed by them from that
perspective. Yet, if one sees
impartially and logically, ‘One China’
policy would obviously look
legitimate. US also signed three
different
agreements—
Joint
Communiques it made with China in
1972, 1979 and 1982— affirming that
China is one country and Taiwan is a
province of China. On the other
hand, Taiwanese rulers hold the

‘One-China principle’ and maintains
its claim that under the ROC
Constitution (passed by the
Kuomintang government in 1947 in
Nanjing), the ROC has sovereignty
over most of China, including, by their
interpretation, both mainland China
and Taiwan.
Chinese authorities at present
claim that Taiwan is bound by an
understanding known as the 1992
consensus, which was then reached
between representatives of the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
and the Kuomintang (KMT) party
that then ruled Taiwan. However, the
current bourgeois rulers of Taiwan do
not agree on the content of this
consensus and argue that it was
never intended to address the
question of Taiwan’s legal status. In
any case, it is evident that both US
and China have interest in Taiwan,
both from economic as well as geopolitical angles.
Moreover,
imperialist China is also engulfed in
severe economic problems. So, like
other imperialist powers like US,
Russia and those of Europe, China
also needs war tension. As in Europe,
there is rivalry between US and
Russia as to who would have more
domination there, similarly there is a
conflict between US and China over
domination in the Indo-pacific region,

Economy of Taiwan
As indicated above, Taiwan is
by now a highly advanced capitalist
economy having received huge
amount of US economic aid, and
producing an estimated $786 billion in
goods trade ties, which advance US
interests and help create economic
opportunities in the United States.
Last year, Taiwan moved up one
place to become US’s eighth-largest
trading partner. Taiwan is important
for the rest of the world because
much of the world’s everyday
electronic equipment—from phones
to laptops, watches and games
consoles—is powered by computer
chips made in Taiwan. By one
measure, a single Taiwanese
company—the
Taiwan
Semiconductor
Manufacturing
Company or TSMC— has over half
of the world’s market. TSMC plans
to build a $12-billion chip factory in
the US The semiconductor industry
is a priority for the U.S.
‘containment’ of China. But reality
is that Taiwan’s annual exports to
China come to $126.2 billion, almost
double its exports to the U.S. of
$65.9 billion. The Chinese consumer
goods manufacturing industry
depends on exports from Taiwan but
Taiwan depends on heavy energy
and consumer product imports. So,
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hostility towards China might cost its
economy dearly. Secondly, if any
armed conflict in the Taiwan straits
creates a split in the chip supply chain
and semiconductor industry, both
imperialist US and China would face
setback, let alone the severe blow to
Taiwanese economy.

Why is India non-committal
so far?
India does not have formal
diplomatic ties with Taiwan yet, as it
formally follows the ‘One China
policy’. But India has an office in
Taipei for diplomatic functions India-Taipei Association (ITA)which is headed by a senior diplomat.
Taiwan has the Taipei Economic and
Cultural Centre (TECC) in Indian
capital New Delhi. Both were
established in 1995. Thus, India has
been maintaining ties with both the
sides. However, in recent time,
Indian imperialist rulers who are
clearly tilted towards US imperialism
and soliciting its help to emerge as a
superpower not only in Asia but in the
world, is trying to play up its
relationship with Taiwan as its ties
with China have been strained—not
because of border conflicts but also
from the perspective of imperialistimperialist contradiction. India has
even handpicked its joint secretary
(Americas) in the Ministry of
External Affairs— to become its
envoy in Taipei. The ruling BJP also
asked two of its MPs to attend the
swearing-in ceremony of new
Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen
through virtual mode on 20 May
2016. Yet, India has so far been noncommittal on the tension building
around Taiwan following sudden visit
of Nancy Pelosi, the Speaker of the
United States of America’s House of
Representatives, to its capital Taipei
and has refrained from issuing any
politically-loaded statement.

What triggered present war
tension in Taiwan
The Indo-Pacific region is on
the boil a week after a Taipei visit
by Nancy Pelosi, third in the US
hierarchy of power, and the highestranking American to visit Taiwan in
25 years. Pelosi’s visit was
announced in March last but
reportedly postponed because of
resurgence of Covid 19. Her visit to
Taiwan came days after Chinese
President Xi Jinping had asked US
President Joe Biden not to send
Nancy to Taiwan as it might
escalate tension. But US refused to
pay any heed to that. Naturally, it
has sparked anger among the
Chinese authorities. For Chinese
imperialism, the presence of a senior
American figure in Taiwan is
indicative of some kind of US
support for Taiwan’s independence.
So, it warned of ‘resolute and strong
Contd. on page 7
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By assimilating essence of Comrade Shibdas Ghosh Thought,
Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar became a highly respected mass leader
Comrade Provash Ghosh at memorial meeting
[The first instalment of the English translation of the speech delivered by Comrade Provash Ghosh, General Secretary, SUCI(C), in Bengali
at the memorial meeting of Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar, Polit Bureau member, SUCI (C), held at Sachin Banerjee-Subodh Banerjee memorial
maidan in Jaynagar, South 24 Parganas district, West Bengal, on 11 July 2022, was published in P Era dated 15 August 2022. This is the
second and final instalment. Responsibility of translation error and inadequate expression, if any, lies with the Editorial Board, Proletarian Era]

Our Party is based on
revolutionary principle and
ideology
During election, all the parties
buy vote with money. They have
turned people into beggars. Before
vote, they distribute alms to the
people. Poor people are confused,
deviated from the right track,
unconscious and unorganized. They
think—‘let us take whatever little
money we are getting because such
would not be available later’. Thus,
they sell themselves out. Not for a
single moment do they pause and
think what this money is being doled
out for. When the impoverished
millions languish in hunger
throughout the year, do these leaders
ever care for them? Do the
ministers visit them? But when
election knocks at the door, they
appear on the scene with bagful of
money. This is nothing but
investment. They invest by giving
alms so that they could fetch several
times more of money in their 5-year
term as legislators or ministers. How
do they make money? You all are
devastated by the harrowing price
rise which is the handiwork of the
capitalist owners. The same
capitalists finance these vote-based
parties. They want that these parties
win and form governments so that
they could raise the prices at will
and carry out their loot and plunder
with alacrity. They also promise to
share a part of the booty with these
MLAs, MPs and ministers. This is
what is going on. We do not indulge
in such dirty politics of falsehood and
fortune-making. We are ready to
lose in election. In fact, we have
been losing. But ours is the only
Party which seeks donation from
the people at the time of election.
People are surprised because they
find that we ask for both vote and
donation whereas others give money
to get vote. We even collect the
deposit money for contesting
election from public. We go from
door to door, knocking for collecting
donations. We spend the money so
collected to meet the expenses for
campaigning
like
hiring
loudspeakers, printing posters and
handbills etc. This very meeting of
today is also organized based on
donations collected from the local
people. We have never sold us out
to the capitalists. They cannot
purchase us. This is a revolutionary

party. Comrade Shibdas Ghosh has
further strengthened and enriched
the victory march of revolutionary
movement which commenced with
the martyrdom of Kshudiram, by
arming it with Marxism-Leninism.
We are struggling to raise high the
banner of that revolutionary politics.
We do not have an MLA or MP. But
could that break our Party? In this
very district of South 24 Parganas,
so many leaders and workers have
been murdered during the Congress
regime. During the rule of the CPI
(M), the number of killings had
swelled even more. The ground was
soaked with flowing blood. The
TMC also did not hesitate to kill one
of our leaders, and slapped false
cases on us. But could they destroy
our Party? Our Party is not banking
on the number of MLAs or MPs.
We
are firmly
based
on
revolutionary ideology, culture and
morality. So, our Party organization
is expanding throughout the country.
Despite virtual blackout in the
media, our Party is making bold
strides ahead. The RSP and
Forward Bloc have no one to hold
even their banners. The CPI has
become a party of a few persons.
After being trounced in the election,
the CPI (M) is almost bed-ridden.
They are yet to recover from the
shock. In order to revive them, the
mainstream media have been giving
them wide publicity. And what about
our Party? The CPI (M) might have
a slight edge over us in terms of
headcount.
But our Party has now
emerged in the state as the largest
struggling
leftist
force.
In
Karnataka, our Party is the biggest
left party in terms of strength. Same
is the case in Odisha. If we continue
to struggle like this, soon we shall
attain number one position in West
Bengal also as a left party. Being
imbued with the revolutionary
teachings of Comrade Shibdas
Ghosh, thousands of students,
youths, workers, peasants, women,
teachers,
professors,
lawyers,
doctors and intellectuals are joining
our Party. We shall continue to
struggle with this great ideology and
firm conviction, conviction of both
honesty and purpose. Comrade
Debaprasad Sarkar had conducted
life-long struggle doggedly with this
firm revolutionary conviction and
ideology.

He conducted a unique struggle
after undertaking
organizational responsibility
There is another instance of
the glorious struggle conducted by
Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar. When
he was an MLA, he was not that
involved in organizational activities.
It was not needed also. Because at
that time, both Comrades Yakub
Pailan and Amir Ali Halder were
alive. Many other leaders and able
workers were alive. It is they who
looked after the Party organization.
But then a necessity arose for
assigning
organizational
responsibility
to
Comrade
Debaprasad Sarkar. Comrade Rabin
Mandal who is here and presiding
over this meeting is one of the
valiant leaders of the heroic
movement that the poor peasants,
sharecroppers and agricultural
workers had launched holding aloft
the banner of proletarian revolution
immediately after independence.
This glorious movement surged forth
on both sides of the rivers of Kultali,
Raidighi and adjacent areas.
Thousands of peasants took part in
the movement. Many had laid down
their lives. Based on that, our Party
organization
developed
here.
Comrade Rabin Mandal was one of
the front-ranking leaders of that
movement. Today he is ailing,
infirm. He is the only leader of that
movement who is alive. In the
meanwhile, many of the leaders
have been murdered while others
have passed away because of old
age and being afflicted by various
diseases.
Comrade Yakub Pailan was
protecting the Party organization
with all his might till his last breath.
But when he too had passed away,
naturally a void was created. Who
would undertake the responsibility of
Party organization in that district? I
asked Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar
to shoulder the responsibility. He
doubted whether he would able to do
so as he had never been involved in
that type of organizational work. I
assured him that he would be able to
do so. Then he took up the
responsibility and proved that he
was capable of discharging the
responsibility efficiently. He had
moved from village to village,
inspired the Party workers, made
them understand the political line of
the Party and resolved many

organizational problems. Earlier, the
Party work in the district had
depended largely on Comrade Yakub
Pailan. Organizational activities
were conducted based on the
understanding, ability and personality
of Comrade Pailan. Under Comrade
Debaprasad Sarkar, a team of the
Party leaders had evolved to look
after the organization collectively.
He used to listen to everyone
patiently and with due importance
and then took decision. Never had
he imposed his own views on
others. If anyone, even if a junior
comrade pointed out any mistake of
his, he could accept that with ease.
He never harboured any grievance,
bitter feeling or grudge against
anyone in his mind. He never
showed any unnecessary curiosity,
never indulged in any needless
activity. He was completely free
from all such things. He had deep
love for the poor and treated them
with respect. He tried his best to
implement the decisions of the
Party. His allegiance to the Party, to
the higher leadership was beyond
question. He used to lead a very
disciplined life. There is a decision in
our Party that all leaders and
workers should regularly undertake
physical exercise. You will be
surprised to know that even before
being admitted in the hospital, he
used to walk for 15 minutes twice a
day. Outwardly, he appeared to be
very soft but he was very firm and
determined from within. He silently
bore with the deep pain of losing his
near and dear ones because of
either natural death or courting
martyrdom.
There is no village in either
Kultali or Jaynagar where I had not
gone or not conducted any meeting.
May be many of those whom I had
met at that time are no more alive.
Those who are living today were
then either in their childhood or in
their adolescence. In comparison, I
have visited Mandirbazar and
Mathurapur much less. Comrade
Debaprasad Sarkar had gone to
each of these places. I once made a
programme that both of us would
stay together in these localities and
convene joint meetings of the
comrades from three or four
localities. The meetings would
continue for three days—one
meeting of the aged comrades,
Contd. on page 4
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Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar Memorial Speech

Is it for such a murky, inequal, rotten India that great freedom fighters
and Indian National Army of Netaji Subhash fought for?
Contd. from page 3

another of the female comrades and
the other of the students and youths.
We had conducted such meetings.
He was with me. I have seen with
what emotion he used to speak
which touched everyone’s heart. He
had left mark as an able organizer.
This was the level of his
involvement
in
the
Party
organization which I want to
emphasize upon here. We had a
ramshackle office at Jaynagar.
Towards the end of his life,
Comrade Yakub Pailan had moved
from village to village to collect
donation and constructed this
present office building. Again, it was
found that we needed a place of
ours to organize big meetings.
Comrade
Debaprasad
Sarkar
immediately took initiative. This very
venue of today's meeting has been
purchased out of the funds that he
collected from the workers,
supporters and sympathizers of the
rural belts. His contemplation was to
build a hall here. But thereafter he
fell sick. Even during ailment, he
was active in his thinking. He used
to listen to various meetings and
discussions. He was suffering from
Parkinson's disease. So, he could not
talk properly. Despite that, he
attended the meetings. For example,
in the last Central Committee
meeting, we discussed what
programmes would be adopted
during observance of the birth
centenary of Comrade Shibdas
Ghosh, our great leader and teacher,
from 5 August 2022 to 5 August
2023. This was the last meeting that
Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar could
be present in. He was in the
preparatory meeting but it is very
painful that when the inaugural
programme would be held in Delhi
on 5 August next, he would not be
there.

Development is of only
1% super-rich
I want to draw your attention
to the fact that India is now passing
through extremely hard times. Such
a dark period was not seen by the
luminaries of the past like
Rammohan,
Vidyasagar,
Vivekananda,
Rabindranath,
Saratchandra, Nazrul, Deshbandhu
Chittaranjan, Bipin Pal, Netaji
Subhash, Bhagat Singh, Kshudiram,
Ashfaqullah,
Phule,
Tilak,
Subramania Bharati and others.
Today the 1% super-rich own 73%
of the country’s wealth. The
remaining 27% is distributed among
the 99%. This 99% includes upper
middle class, middle class, lower
middle class, poor and the destitute.
The leaders of the ruling parties,
whether of the states or the centre,

are all talking of development. What
is that development? Whose
development they are parroting
about?
The
1%
super-rich
mentioned above? Of this 1%,
industrial tycoons like Ambani and
Adani, two major patrons of the
ruling BJP, are the top-rankers. You
will be surprised to know that
Ambani earns Rs. 90 crore per hour
whereas Adani brings to his kitty Rs.
75 crore per hour. As on 3 June
2022, Mukesh Ambani’s total wealth
was $99.7 billion (Rs 7.97 lakh
crore), while the wealth of Adani
stood at $98.7 billion (Rs 7.89 lakh
crores)
according
to
the
Bloomberg’s Billionaires Index. Just
think of the astronomical figures!
And, as per government data, 40
crore Indians earn Rs. 20 a day. In
the last two years, 12 crore people
have lost their jobs, crores are
unemployed.
In the early 1950s, when we
used to come to this district, the
middle and poor peasants mainly
resided in the villages. They rarely
went to the towns. Now you would
hardly get anyone in the rural areas.
Not only boys even girls who are
capable of working are rushing to
the cities for a job. Day after day,
month after month, they are staying
out, moving here and there for jobs.
Wherever they are getting any kind
of jobs, they are accepting those so
as to eke out a bare living. When
they have no job, they starve. In
spite of working so hard, they are
worried as to what would they bring
home for the family during Eid or
Durga Puja. What would they gift to
their children? So perilous is the
situation! Come to the cities and you
would find families after families
staying under a polythene sheet on
the footpaths and under the flyovers.
They all stayed once in the villages,
had cultivable land. In the villages,
they at least had a hutment to
somehow take shelter in. Everything
has been lost. Crores of such rural
poor are now turned into pavementdwellers. Those who try to live on
the railway platforms are driven out
by the police like cats and dogs. But
they again try to return to somehow
hold on to their life. Some of them
stay in shanties. So many children
are born on the footpath, on railway
platforms. They also die there.
Many of these children do not know
who their parents are. A little child
who cannot even speak properly but
begs. They are all progenies of
human race. Could the revered
freedom fighters ever think that the
spectacle of independent India
would be so horrific? Is it for such
an India that Kshudiram, Bhagat
Singh, Surya Sen or Ashfaqullah

embraced martyrdom or the Indian
National Army of Netaji Subhash
fought for?
Every day, 7000 Indians die of
hunger. 10,000 Indians die per day
because of non-availability of
medical treatment. Such is the
condition of the country. In order to
somehow hold onto life, poor parents
sell out their daughters to the
traffickers. Women trafficking is
now a roaring trade. RabindranathSaratchandra-Nazrul did not witness
such
heart-wrenching
scenes.
Otherwise, they would have shed
tears. Girls are lured by promise of
marriage, kept for some days, given
some money at the outset and then
sold to the touts. Thus, the trafficked
girls are forcibly pushed into
prostitution. Even there is a big
racket of child trafficking. These
children of the age of 5 to 10 years
are employed as child labours, made
to work for unlimited hours and then
given one or two breads or a handful
of rice. This is the country we are
living in.
Just a few days back, youths
burst into fiery protest against the
‘Agniveer’ scheme of the BJP
government. Why? Because there
are crores of unemployed in the
country. Thousands of postgraduates, engineers, doctorates are
applying for the post of a peon or
liveried attendant or even sweeper
and morgue assistant. Such is the
objective reality. The economic
crisis is growing exponentially. It
would assume greater dimension.
Those who are at least earning
something should think of the future.
Three years back, there were 9.60
crores of middle-class people. Now
the number has come down to 6.30
crores. Where have the 3.30 crore
middle class people gone? They
have turned into lower-middle class,
semi-proletariat or proletariat. You
have now been buying utility items
including food items like vegetables
from the local markets.
Would such markets exist
anymore? Retail giants, both offline
and online, like Big Bazar, Amazon,
Flipkart, Reliance Jio would take
over the entire business. Right now,
also, they are selling rice, pulses,
spices, sugar, salt, vegetables
everything, often at lucrative
discounts, and delivering it at your
doorstep. You do not need to go to
the shops. Can the small shops
compete with these retail giants?
Small shops, roadside tea stalls,
markets would all cease to exist over
a period of time. This is the kind of
attack the monopoly houses and
multi-nationals are bringing on the
people. So, the economic crisis is
soaring.
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If you obey Vivekananda, you
cannot be a follower of BJP
On the other hand, education is
being destroyed. On this or that
flimsy pretext, schools and colleges
are closed down. Classes are
suspended. Instead, the students
have to contend with online teaching
and online examination. In online
mode, neither the teacher nor the
students develop any personal
rapport. This model is followed by
both the central and the state
governments. They are changing the
syllabus frequently, distorting history
and inculcating religious blindness,
orthodoxy. In the process, they are
destroying scientific bent of mind,
power of reasoning and rational
thought process. This is also a
dangerous attack.
Rammohan
believed in the Vedanta. At the
same time, he was of the opinion
that by teaching the Vedanta,
students with modern thinking
cannot be developed. What was
needed was teaching of modern
science
and
cultivation
of
knowledge.
You
know
that
Vidyasagar
was
a
great
Renaissance personality. He was an
atheist. But he was so great a man
that even Ramkrishna who was the
mentor of Vivekananda had rushed
to him to pay his respect.
Vidyasagar said that the Vedas and
the Vedanta are false systems of
philosophy. There is no more any
truth in them. What was needed was
cultivation of science and materialist
philosophy. But the Gandhite
leadership did not follow that during
our freedom movement. Stalwarts
like Saratchandra, Rabindranath,
Netaji Subhash or Bhagat Singh
wanted our nationalist movement
and humanist thoughts to be free
from any religious influence. But the
bourgeois leadership did not give any
importance
to
that.
Taking
advantage of that, the RSS-BJP are
precipitating communal hatred and
disrupting unity of the oppressed
people by flaunting the vile doctrine
of Hindutva. They are not indulging
in such sinister activities out of any
genuine religious belief but from
sheer ill motive. So many people are
killed, so many children are dying of
starvation in the BJP rule.
Vivekananda, as you know, was an
esteemed personality who believed
in Hindu religion. Had he been alive,
how would he have reacted to all
these evils of the RSS-BJP? Would
Vivekananda have allowed the BJP
to continue with this precipitation of
mutual conflicts and scuffles based
on artificially created Mandir-Masjid
controversy? Vivekananda had said:
‘‘Millions of rupees are spent on
opening and closing the gates of
Kashi and Vrindavan temples. Once
the god is changing clothes while at
other time, he is eating rice or
Contd. on page 6
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Most atrocious decision of remitting life term
of Bilkis Bano case convicts
A charade has been unleashed
on justice. The arch criminals who
felt no qualms in gang-raping a
pregnant woman, brutally killed her
3 year old daughter and seven other
family members during the ghastly
Gujarat pogrom in 2002 have been
released by the BJP-led Gujarat
government invoking remission
clause on questionable ground and
given grand welcome with garlands
and sweets. This has put the whole
country into shame before the eyes
of the world people. On 3 March
2002, when severely frightened
Bilkis Bano, a resident of
Randhikpur village in Limkheda
taluka of Dahod district, who was
five-month pregnant at that time,
fled her village with her toddler
daughter and 15 others and took
shelter in a field, 20-30 communally
incensed gangsters armed with
sickles, swords and sticks attacked
them. Bilkis was gang raped and
saw her girl child and seven other
companions hacked to death before
her eyes. Her husband and another
child somehow managed to escape.
Undaunted and defiant of the
trauma and tragedy she underwent,
Bilkis courageously knocked the
door of judiciary and succeeded in
eliciting life imprisonment term for

the quarters of vested interest
accomplice to the crime. But on 15
August, the BJP government of
Gujarat
based
on
the
recommendations of a glaringly
biased committee that comprised

leaders and activists. One BJP MLA
who was on the panel that
recommended the release went
even to the extent of referring to the
rapists and killers as ‘‘Brahmins and
Kshatriyas are known to have good

AIMSS condemns release of
Bilkis Bano case accused
AIMSS has strongly condemned the Gujarat government’s
Remission policy of releasing the 11 convicts who were sentenced to
life imprisonment in Bilkis Bano Gang rape and murder of her 8 family
members in post-Godhra communal carnage in Gujarat in 2002. One
cannot but recall the horror and the trauma faced by Bilkis Bano, a 5month pregnant housewife, who was gang raped and saw in front of
her own eyes killing of her 3 year old daughter and ghastly murder of 7
of her family members by the arch communal hoodlums during the
Gujarat pogrom. She withstood the tragedy and fought courageously,
moved from court to court and ultimately could elicit life imprisonment
to the 11 accused in 2008 by the special Central Bureau of Investigation
court in Mumbai. Now this most despicable move of the BJP
government to release the guilty persons will not only make the life of
Bilkis Bano more insecure but also embolden the criminals to commit
such horrendous crimes more and more. It is more shocking that the
criminals on highly unjust release were felicitated by the arch communal
Sangh Parivar affiliates.
AIMSS demanded of the BJP-led Gujarat government to undo the
premature release of the convicts and ensure safety and security to the
victims.
AIMSS also called upon the right-thinking people of the country to
unequivocally condemn the release, demand repeal of the remission
order and security and justice to the victims.

Country protests release and felicitation of
Bilkis Bano Case convicts

West Bengal

Tripura

Madhya Pradesh

all the 11 offenders from the Court.
A special CBI court in Mumbai on
January 21, 2008, sentenced the 11
to life imprisonment on charges of
gangrape and murder. Their
conviction was later upheld by the
Bombay High Court and the
Supreme Court.
Since then, she also went on
receiving life threats obviously from

Kerala

two BJP legislators, invoked so
called remission clause which, as
per prevailing law, is prohibited and
most bare-facedly got the guilty of
such a ghastly crime freed from
jail. What is more indignant is that
these convicts on release were
welcomed with sweets and
garlands by the arch Hindu
communal RSS-BJP-Sangh Parivar

sanskar (values)’’. Earlier in June
this year, the Union home ministry
had issued guidelines to states
pertaining to the release of
convicted prisoners under a special
policy formulated as part of the
much-hyped ‘Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav’ or the celebration of 75
years of independence. As per the
said guidelines, special remission
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was to be granted to prisoners on 15
August 2022, 26 January 2023
(Republic Day) and 15 August
2023. Notably, persons sentenced to
life imprisonment and rape convicts
are not entitled to be prematurely
released as per these guidelines.
Shobha Gupta, the lawyer for Bilkis
Bano, referred to a 2005 judgement
by a five-judge bench of the
Supreme Court, which said that life
imprisonment means ‘‘until the last
breath’’. ‘‘Further, there are two
categories of remissions. With
regard to heinous crimes, remission
is not a matter of right and secondly,
there are factors to be looked into
such as the crime, the nature of
crime and so on,’’ she said. In fact,
the power of premature release
given to the executive was meant to
ensure an element of human or
social justice, that may evade the
letter of the law or the judicial
process. Often, we find the state
governments routinely refuse a
premature release, even in a crime
done without premeditation, or
where there is only a single act or a
single victim. In view of that, the
release of the Bilkis convicts with
such promptness in a case of
gangrape and 7 murders, i.e.
multiple premeditated crimes and
that
too
during
communal
conflagration—therefore shocks the
people’s conscience. What can be
more outrageous than this!
Obviously, the release of such
arch criminals is an outright act of
bad faith and subversive of the
barest precepts of democratic
norms, values, ethics and practices.
Rather it signifies to what low the
rulers have stooped in denying
justice to the victims of horrendous
crime and eulogizing the criminals
who committed that crime. This is
unfair, unreasonable, sets an ugly
precedent and sends out a
potentially dangerous signal of stategranted impunity to the hard-core
criminals. Even Justice U.D. Salvi,
the former Bombay high court judge
who had convicted the culprits
regretted saying that ‘‘A very bad
precedent has been set. This is
wrong, I would say. Now, convicts
in other gang rape cases would seek
similar reliefs.’’
Only silver lining is that the
Supreme
Court
has
taken
cognizance of a Public Interest
Litigation and issued notice to the
Gujarat government and Centre on
grant of remission of sentence to 11
lifers. In the meanwhile, the
SUCI(C) and AIMSS, its women
front, have organized countrywide
protest against this most atrocious
decision of the BJP-led Gujarat
government. In Ahmedabad, Gujarat
State Secretary, SUCI(C), and
many others were arrested while
demonstration was on.
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Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar Memorial Speech

BJP wants suffering millions to be sunk in religious blindness and
divisive mentality and lack political-cultural consciousness
Contd. from page 5

chiding at the sons of barren women.
… On the other hand, living gods are
dying without food and clothes.’’ Do
the
BJP
leaders
accept
Vivekananda’s outlook? They are
busy in inflating the purse of
Ambani-Adani and reducing crores
of people into beggars. They are
pushing crores of oppressed people
to death because of persistent
hunger and absence of healthcare.
At the same time, they are
championing Hindu religion. What
they are doing is not pursuit of
religion but committing sin. They use
religion to reap benefits in politics of
power and lucre. Vivekananda had
said that those who indulge in wars,
fights and feuds over religion, they
do not believe in religion. They do
this for fulfilling narrow sectarian
political interest. This is what
Vivekananda had opined. I can
show this from publications of his
views and writings. In another letter,
he clearly stated: ‘‘Religion has no
business to formulate social
laws…Social laws were created by
economic conditions…The terrible
mistake of religion was to interfere
in social matters… Hands off!
Keep yourself to your own bound
and everything would come
right.’’ (What we believe in, written
to ‘kidi’ on 3 March 1894 from
Chicago)
Today, the RSS-BJP are doing
that very thing. The BJP is talking of
Hindu India and Muslim India. What
is their objective? One of the
objectives is to make the
unemployed youth and hungry
people think that all their miseries
are the outcome of their ill fate.
Why am I unemployed? Why is my
son dying because of absence of
treatment? This is ordained by God.
I am getting punished for the sins I
had committed in previous birth. If
the suffering millions think like this,
they would not rise up in protest
against injustice, would not take part
in movements. This is what the
RSS-BJP want.
Another objective is to create a
Hindu vote bank based on which
they would be able to win elections.
For that, let there be a discord
between the Hindus and Muslims.
In that case, no one would raise
questions as to why there is no job,
why are the prices rising, why is
retrenchment taking place, why is
the railway fare increasing? The
Hindus would consider the Muslims
as their principal enemies while the
Muslims would consider the Hindus
their biggest foes. The British
imperialists had divided the country
by orchestrating communal riots.

The RSS-BJP also have similar
objective of quelling dissent by
playing the communal card.
At the same time, a vested
interest group among the Muslims is
trying to seize this opportunity to
establish their command over the
community by raising slogan of
Muslim unity. You are to fight
against all these evil forces. We
want cemented unity of the toiling
masses. The poor people are
oppressed and repressed. There is
no Hindu-Muslim division in that.
The harrowing price rise is affecting
both the Hindus and the Muslims
alike. There is no distinction
between the Hindus and the
Muslims on the question of jobseeking or job loss. Similarly, both
the Hindus and the Muslims are
equally plagued by the absence of
healthcare or similarly back-broken
to pay the increased railway fare.
There is no Hindu-Muslim
difference over any question of life.
Both have the same problems, the
same crisis. So, they must fight
unitedly.

Capitalism is killing the youth
There is another dangerous
attack. That is to pollute the youths,
smash their moral backbone. Let the
youths be degenerated. Let them
forget Netaji Subhash-Rabindranath
-Saratchandra-Nazrul-PremchandPhule-Jyotipr osad-Subr amania
Bharati. Instead, let them be
engrossed in relishing the scandals
of the film stars. So, there is an
overdose of coverage of the love
and divorce stories of the film idols
and cricketers; let the headlines in
the newspapers be which star is
blessed with a baby, who is dating
whom and so forth. This is also a
kind of intoxication that the rulers
want the youths to be sunk in.
Another ploy is to encourage
consumption of liquor and marijuana
as well as drug-addiction. Earlier
the CPI(M) government had
liberally opened liquor shops. We
had protested against that. Now the
TMC government is also doing the
same thing. They are delivering
liquor at the doorstep through a
scheme. The elderly people would be
horrified to know that even students
of Class IV or V are becoming
alcoholic. Further attack is in the
form of proliferation of obscenity
and nudity through films, TV shows,
pornographic contents in books,
uploads in mobile phones and social
media. Hundreds of girls are
screaming in the villages and towns.
They are being raped and then
murdered by the rapists. Have these
criminals been born rapists? They
too are human beings. Then

wherefrom are they tutored to
commit such bestiality? The more
the central and state governments
are claiming improvement in law
and order as well as development of
the women, the more they are
raising slogans of ‘‘Beti Podao Beti
Bachao’’ (Educate and save the
girls), the more is the number of
rapes, gangrapes and other
atrocities swelling. Why is it so?
Because, capitalism is impelling
humans to sink into inhumanity.
Even an animal does not rape. Even
in the primordial barbaric society,
there was no incident of rape. But
now it has become a regular
phenomenon. The youths are incited
to be alcoholic and drug addicts,
indulge in all kinds of indecent and
perverse activities, be involved in the
roaring trade with the girls, subject
the girls to inhuman torture and
outrage their modesty. These
degenerated youths have not even
slightest of hesitation in committing
such crimes against women. They
are no human beings but are a new
species with a human body but
bereft of human essence and
conscience. They are creations of
capitalism. Capitalism is a monstrous
enemy of the people, of not only our
country but the entire world.

Capitalism is the enemy
of the mankind
The scientists are repeatedly
cautioning about the disastrous
consequence of global warming. Sea
level is rising and engulfing coastal
areas. Glaciers are melting in the
polar regions and large chunks of ice
are breaking off in the Himalayas
too. One day, the river Ganges
would also dry up. That is due to
global warming. What is the reason?
Because reckless burning of fossil
fuels like coal, crude oil and natural
gas
create
carbon-derived
greenhouse gases and are also
polluting the atmosphere. Hence
global temperature is rising. Sea
level is rising and sea temperature is
going up giving rise to sudden
devastating cyclones like Amphan in
rapid periodicity. Some areas are
flooded with excess rain whereas
some other areas are having
draughts because of absence of rain.
Over and above certain greenhouse
gases are creating holes in the
Ozone layer that protects us from
harmful UV-radiation of the sun.
This Ozone layer acts like an
umbrella. The scientists are again
and again asking to stop emission of
harmful greenhouse gases. But
capitalism pays no heed to such
advice. Because that would push up
their cost of production and eat into
the profits of the capitalists.
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Capitalism has no concern for
mankind, about destruction of
ecological balance, or the very
existence of human civilization in
future. The scientists are of the
opinion that the way the sea is
advancing, the cities of Kolkata and
Mumbai would be devoured in next
60 to 70 years. This is what
capitalism is.
This very capitalism is entering
your house in another way. There is
no peace in any family. The son
does not look after old parents.
Some affluent children spend money
to send their parents to old age
homes by paying large sum of
money; and thus shake off the
responsibility of taking care of them.
Thus, their old parents’ dreams and
aspirations for having the pleasure
of staying with their sons, daughters
and grandchildren at the end of their
life are in a shamble. Some others
are even driving the parents out of
home or killing them for not signing
documents of inheritance of
property. Obviously, they do not feel
any concern for their poor relatives.
All this very cruelty, selfishness and
self-centeredness
are
also
endowments of capitalism. Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh, the great Marxist
thinker and guide of the movement
for emancipation of the proletariat,
inspired his close comrade-in-arms
like Comrades Nihar Mukherjee,
Sachin Banerjee, Subodh Banerjee
as well as his students like
Comrades
Yakub
Pailan,
Debaprasad Sarkar and all of us to
take up cudgels against this very
ruthlessly oppressive capitalism. We
have been following his teachings
and would continue to struggle in the
days to come. The significance of
today’s memorial meeting is to draw
lessons from the life of Comrade
Debaprasad Sarkar who from an
ordinary level had attained so high a
position of respect by conducting
arduous struggle based on Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh Thought. If you, me
and all can advance further by
struggling
relentlessly
taking
appropriate lessons from his
struggle, then only this homage to
Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar would
be meaningful. Otherwise, paying
floral tribute or adopting condolence
resolution is pointless.
Last of all, my appeal to you all
is that the foundation of the
SUCI(C) took place on the soil of
this very district. It was in this
district that under the leadership of
Comrade Shibdas Ghosh, a deathdefying struggle had developed. This
district only had sent to the assembly
an ardent student of Comrade
Shibdas Ghosh as revolutionary
representative of the masses. So, I
urge all of you who belong to this
district that you would hand over
one or two of your children to the
Contd. on page 8
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Taiwan

US had long posted its naval forces in Taiwan Strait and provided huge arms
aid to Taiwanese government from hegemonic outlook
Contd. from page 2

measures’’ if the visit took place.
The Western as well as Indian
mainstream media have been
making a one-sided propaganda that
China has been extending military
drills in the waters around Taiwan,
shooting missiles over the island, and
flying multiple jets well across the
median line that has traditionally
served as their maritime boundary.
The signs are worrying, they
contend. But the fact they are
suppressing,
knowingly
or
unknowingly, is that the U.S. Navy’s
Seventh Fleet has so far this year
sent an average of one guidedmissile destroyer per month through
the Taiwan Strait. The US naval
command RIMPAC (Rim of the
Pacific
Amphibious
Assault
Training) was carrying out
manoeuvres involving 170 aircraft,
38 ships, four submarines, and
25,000 military personnel from all
the G7 imperialist countries. Some
19 other Asia Pacific countries were
pulled in for symbolic participation.
RIMPAC is the world's largest
international maritime exercise.
According to its commander, their
massive training is meant to deter
escalation by China’s military. This
aggressive maritime action took
place from 29 June to 4 August
meaning even while Nancy Pelosi
was visiting Taiwan. As usual, this
military exercise involving hundreds
of ships and aircrafts and massive
display of vast and deadly arms are
described by the US authorities as
simply participating in ‘routine’ or
‘business as usual’ activities. It is
also revealed that in March last,
senior US military and intelligence
officials visited Taiwan. Afterwards,
six US legislators from the military,
intelligence, foreign affairs, justice
and finance committees including the
hawk of all wars, Lindsey Graham
went to Taiwan in April last. A third
U.S. delegation led by Indiana
Governor Eric Holcomb has landed
in Taiwan on 21 August. In a
statement, Holcomb’s office said the
trip was focused on economic
development and building deeper
ties with Taiwan, the world leader in
semiconductor manufacturing. But
to anyone acquainted with US policy
of inciting war on foreign land from
its hegemonic objective, has every
reason to question the efficacy of
the apparently benign statement. All
these incidents are clear signs of
provoking China to undertake
countermeasures. The Chinese
response also took the form of
military drills which are aimed at
showing that China’s military is

capable of blockading the entire
island. And once that happened, the
air has become surcharged with war
psychosis. Thus, while the flames of
war are burning in Ukraine, a new
hotbed of armed conflict is being
instigated.

Militarization of economy and
precipitation of wars are
signatures of imperialist
machination
As we have been repeatedly
saying, capitalist-imperialist countries
being enmeshed in acute economic
crisis created by capitalism’s own
laws of operation have been
increasingly
resorting
to
militarization of economy to
artificially stimulate the sinking
economy and somehow carry on.
Militarization artificially stimulates
industry and thus the economy; but
at the same time, it demands that
wars consume the military products,
open scope for fresh production and
thus maintain industrial production
and fuel the economy. So,
imperialism continuously requires a
war-psychosis to prevail and even
local or regional wars to take place,
not least to create a market for its
military hardware. So, whether it is
US, the European majors, Russia,
China or India —militarization of
economy is a common feature. And
the US, as the chieftain of global
imperialism, has long chosen warmongering as a principal global
policy, albeit under the garb of
exporting democracy to ‘rogue’
countries. This time also, Pelosi said
that her visit comes at a time when
‘‘the world faces a choice between
autocracy and democracy.’’ And the
pliant bourgeois media is pressed
upon releasing a false campaign to
justify this, or some or other kind of
deception. Público, the newspaper of
US monopoly tycoons, has all along
been defending the wars launched
by imperialism, including the invasion
of Iraq. Whether it is FOX News,
CNN, AP, The New York Times or
The
Washington
Post,
the
multibillion-dollar media are part of
and totally intertwined with U.S.
military industries.It is indignant at
those who raise suspicions about
war propaganda. But fact is that the
US imperialists have been fostering
wars in the entire Middle East with
a view to grabbing their oil and gas
resources
and
establishing
hegemony in the region. They have
also been waging a proxy war
through their biggest ally, zionist
Israel, to suppress the just demand
of
the
Palestinian
people.
Engineering coup, precipitating
racial-ethnic
armed
conflicts,

assassinating political heads refusing
to bend before their dictates and
establishing client regimes in Africa
and Latin America have been part
of the US war machination for long.
It may be recalled that when China,
under revisionist Deng leadership,
undertook military exercises in
Taiwan straits in the 1990s, the then
US
President
Bill
Clinton
immediately moved aircraft carriers
towards that area. But with China
becoming a full-fledged imperialist
power with the largest navy in the
world, current US President Joe
Biden would not have dared to do so
today in the context of changed
balance of power. But, he has said
repeatedly in recent months that the
US would come to Taiwan’s rescue,
if attacked. As US imperialism has
set up a roughly 750 military bases
in 85 countries and naval bases in 8
countries round the world, imperialist
China has also, of late, started
installing naval bases. In 2017, it
established its first overseas military
base in Djibouti, on the coast of the
Horn of Africa. Now it is planning
another military base in Equatorial
Guinea. China has already taken
over the Hambantota port in Sri
Lanka not only for a 99-year lease
but also with a provision for
extension for another 99-years. As
we know, no imperialist country can
become a global superpower
without
establishing
regional
hegemony. So, geopolitically, Taiwan
is central to the power ambition of
both US and China. Thus, apart
from economic questions, it is also a
question of which imperialist superpower takes control of the Taiwan
straits and keeps Taiwan regime.
This
sharpened
imperialistimperialist contradiction is again
threatening the world of holocaust
of war.

Spurt of powerful
anti-imperialist global
movement alone can deter
this war-mongering
Democratic-minded
peaceloving people round the world are
visibly upset over one after another
orchestration of war on this or that
flimsy pretext or for buttressing
narrow sectarian economic-political
interest of the ruling monopolists and
multi-nationals
of
imperialist
powers. They sincerely want some
proactive steps to stop RussiaUkraine war and defuse the brewing
crisis around Taiwan at a time when
acute crises are pummelling the
global capitalist economy, the brunt
of which are borne by the
oppressed millions. But mere
wishing would not beget the desired
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result as anything uttered in
supplication or solicitation would not
work on the imperialist-capitalist
sharks, the worst enemy of mankind.
In absence of the mighty socialist
camp which, provided some sort of
bulwark
against
imperialist
machinations, the imperialist powers
are unbridled in unleashing their
aggression today. The wicked is
never starved of subterfuge! On one
pretext or the other, they will
fragrantly violate all established
norms, rules and practices to
overrun the countries they think are
‘recalcitrant’,
mercilessly
kill
innocent people, take recourse to all
kinds of devilry and despotism in
pursuit of hegemonistic aspiration
and expand sphere of influence. So,
this murderous run of the imperialist
warmongering is to be combated
and stopped. That is possible only if
the peace-loving people develop
mighty and well-organized antiimperialist movements led by
revolutionary leadership throughout
the world and exert pressure of that
movement on the imperialist war
merchants.
Also, it should not be forgotten
that if the imperialist powers are in
possession of sophisticated arms of
destruction, people too have an
invincible weapon in their armourythe invincible philosophy of
Marxism-Leninism. Let us recall
that Comrade Shibdas Ghosh, one of
the foremost Marxist thinkers of the
era, repeatedly emphasized that only
an organized people’s movement
under the correct revolutionary
leadership can provide effective
bulwark against this imperialist
onslaught. Conducting people’s
struggles under correct leadership is
imperative for taking the movements
to their logical culmination.
Immediate task is to build up
worldwide powerful anti-imperialist
militant peace movement involving
all sections of the anti-imperialist
freedom-loving patriotic masses and
forces. Genuine communists must
work as the core of this movement
to guide it properly. When tensions
in the Taiwan Strait are spiralling
alongside ongoing Russia’s war of
invasion against Ukraine, this task
need to be undertaken in right
earnest to save human civilization.
(Source: Newsclick 02-07-21,
Workers’ World 29-04-22, 09-08-22,
Newsweek 03-06-22, b rookings July
2022, BBC 06-07-22, Council on Foreign
Relations 03-08-22, Indian Express 0308-22, 04-08-22, The Print 03-08-22, The
Wire 03-08-22, 05-08-22, The Guardian
04-08-22, DNA 05-08-22, The Hindu 0508-22, 18-08-22, The Telegraph 10-08-22,
PTI and India TV 13-08-22, Covert
Action Magazine 18-08-22, foreign
policy.com 22-08-22, (quoted by Edgar
Snow : Other Side of the River, from
New York Times: 10 August 1958, Policy
Statement on China.)
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AIDSO vehemently condemns
police brutality on protesting Students
in West Bengal
AIDSO issued the following
statement on 18-08-22:
On 17 August 2022, the
students, protesting peacefully under
the leadership of AIDSO against
phenomenal fee-hike at Haldibari
College in Coochbehar district, West
Bengal, were brutally attacked by
the police administration, backed by
the ruling TMC. Demanding
exemplary punishment of the
accused police officer, a peaceful
procession reached the office of the
Superintendent of Police. But then
suddenly the police once again
pounced upon the unarmed student
activists, pulled them by their clothes,
abused them verbally abused, and
beat them mercilessly with the
batons. Girl students were also not
spared and even attacked by the
male police. The police then arrested
the demonstrating students and
AIDSO workers and slapped false
cases against 13 students under
multiple non-bailable
sections
including
terrorist
activities,
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protestors under non-bailable cases.
The people of India have deep
respect for the movements led by
AIDSO because they are always
legitimate and dignified. In the long
history of students’ movement in our
country, the AIDSO is held in high
esteem because it always fights
against injustice with justified
demands and never indulges in any
unethical practices. It’s deplorable
that in order to dissuade the students
from joining the anti-fee hike
protest, the TMC government has
implicated the students in false
cases of behaving indecently with
women and creating terror. This
role of the administration towards a
just democratic movement is nothing
but state repression. This role of the
police administration and ruthless
attack on the democratic students'
movement, is being condemned by
the people of entire state. We are
appealing to all students, teachers,
and guardians, people of all
professions to join the anti-fee hike

A Talk on Marxism
and Shibdas Ghosh
was delivered by
Comrade Shankar
Ghosh, Central
Committee member,
SUCI(C), on 29 July
2022 at Jawaharlal
Nehru University
(JNU) in Delhi. Seated on his left is Comrade Sourav Ghosh, General
Secretary, AIDSO.

Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar Memorial Speech

Build up and strengthen Party to
accelerate emancipation of oppressed
Contd. from page 6

Party.
Just like the way Comrade
Prafulla Sarkar, elder brother of
Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar, had
told me— ‘‘I tried, but I failed to
become an activist of the Party
because I had to take up a job to
fend for my younger brothers and
sisters after the death of my father.
But I have handed over all of them,
my entire family to the Party’’. So,
I call upon you to give your children
to the Party. They might not be able
to earn money but they would be
groomed as human being worth the

name. From among them would
emerge more comrades like Yakub
Pailan, Debaprasad Sarkar, Rabin
Mandal, Amir Ali Halder, Hakim
Sheikh, Dhiren Bhandari and such
other brave fighters. Do come
forward with that objective, save the
Party, build up and strengthen Party
organization.
Red Salute to
Comrade Debaprasad Sarkar!
Long live SUCI(C)!
Long live Revolution!
Red salute to
Comrade Shibdas Ghosh!
(Concluded)

There is no booking of BJP leaders
under UAPA

harassment of women. The tragedy
is, even the local court has ordered to
send the students to jail for 10 days!
Comrade Sourav Ghosh, the
General Secretary of AIDSO said,
‘‘AIDSO appeals to all the
democratic minded citizens of the
country to rise up in protest against
this ghastly attack by the police and
implicating the anti-fee hike

students’ movement and also protest
the police repression in Coochbehar.
We are appealing to your
conscience and raise your voice
against this brutality.’’
AIDSO gave the called
Coochbehar bandh on 23 August in
condemnation of the police attack
and arrest of peaceful agitators
which became a complete success.

Comrades Manishankar Pattanayak and Samsul Alam. General
Secretary and President respectively of AIDSO (sixth and seventh
from left), West Bengal State Committee, leading the protest
demonstration in Kolkata against Coochbehar police atrocities

Rajasthan BJP leader Gyan
Dev Ahuja has been caught on
camera urging a crowd to ‘‘kill
anyone involved in cow slaughter’’,
saying, ‘‘We have so far killed five
people, be it in Lalawandi or
Behror,’’ in a direct reference to the
lynching of Rakbar Khan and Pehlu
Khan.
Both
of
those
murders— one in 2017, the
other in 2018— took place in
Ramgarh, the area from
where Gyan Dev Ahuja was
the MLA when BJP was in
power in the state. It wasn’t
immediately clear which
other three murders he was
referring to.
‘‘I have given free hand
to workers to kill. We will get
them acquitted and secure
bail,’’ he says in the video,
apparently from earlier this
week. All six accused in
Pehlu Khan’s murder were
acquitted in 2019 but an
appeal by the state’s
Congress government is now

pending in the high court. In Rakbar
Khan's murder, the trial is still on in
the local court.
But Ahuja is not booked under
UAPA or any other non-bailable
offence for such open communal
incitement. Perhaps, the BJP top
brass does not consider it antinational.
(Source- NDTV-20-08-22)

Due to shortage of space, the fourth instalment of
‘‘An American sees the Soviet Union’’
could not be accommodated in this issue.
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